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Abstract: Multifocus microscopy (MFM) allows high-resolution instantaneous three-dimensional (3D) imaging and has been applied to study biological specimens ranging from single molecules inside cells nuclei to entire embryos. We here describe pattern designs and nanofabrication methods for diffractive optics that optimize the light-efficiency of the central optical component of MFM: the diffractive multifocus grating (MFG). We also implement a “precise color” MFM layout with MFGs tailored to individual fluorophores in separate optical arms. The reported advancements enable faster and brighter volumetric time-lapse imaging of biological samples. In live microscopy applications, photon budget is a critical parameter and light-efficiency must be optimized to obtain the fastest possible frame rate while minimizing photodamage. We provide comprehensive descriptions and code for designing diffractive optical devices, and a detailed methods description for nanofabrication of devices. Theoretical efficiencies of reported designs is ≈90% and we have obtained efficiencies of > 80% in MFGs of our own manufacture. We demonstrate the performance of a multi-phase MFG in 3D functional neuronal imaging in living C. elegans.
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OCIS codes: (180.6900) Three-dimensional microscopy; (260.5430) Polarization; (110.4190) Multiple imaging; (050.1970) Diffractive optics; (180.2520) Fluorescence microscopy.
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1. Introduction

One of the main challenges in modern biological research is three-dimensional (3D) imaging of living specimens. Classical microscopy methods—such as confocal, two-photon and wide-field microscopy—all record 3D information sequentially using optical or mechanical scanning in the axial (z) direction. In wide-field microscopy the 3D image volume is composed of multiple sequentially recorded 2D image planes referred to as a focal series or focal stack. There is an intrinsic conflict between spatial and temporal resolution and the acquisition speed of scanning 3D imaging methods can be insufficient for live imaging of very fast events and of extended sample volumes. 3D imaging is also fundamentally more
demanding of the photon budget compared to two-dimensional (2D) imaging. Enough photons to obtain acceptable signal to noise ratio (SNR) must be recorded to form an image of each 2D focal plane in the 3D focal series. Photon budget thus scales with the number of images in the focal stack, but can be somewhat improved by 3D deconvolution [1]. 3D deconvolution can also increase contrast in the data, which is desirable since MFM is a wide-field imaging technique and as such does not have optical sectioning capability. Increasing the excitation illumination to obtain higher signal may induce photobleaching of fluorophores and photodamage in the specimen. Light efficiency in 3D imaging systems is thus crucial both to improve biocompatibility and to allow fast imaging.

We recently reported the multifocus microscope (MFM), an instantaneous 3D imaging system based on diffractive Fourier optics. MFM eliminates the need for scanning in \( z \) by forming an entire wide-field focal series of 2D images in a single camera shot. Light from the specimen is multiplexed by a specially designed diffractive Fourier optic – the multifocus grating (MFG) – and each beam is focus shifted so that an instant focal series is obtained, laid out in an array of 2D images of different focal planes on the camera. By using an aberration-free refocusing function based on the Abbe sine condition, deep refocusing (tens of microns) can be obtained without the introduction of depth-induced aberrations as long as the refractive index is properly matched [2]. Another central component of MFM is the chromatic correction module that corrects for the strong chromatic dispersion introduced by the MFG. This dispersion would otherwise deteriorate image quality even across the relatively narrow wavelength bandwidth of a single fluorophore. Earlier multi-plane imaging approaches did not combine aberration-free refocusing with chromatic correction and therefore had limited resolution [3]. MFM has been applied by biological research groups to image the 3D dynamics of centrosomes, transcriptional complexes and single mRNA molecules diffusing through the nucleus [4–6] as well as cell division in the developing \textit{C. elegans} embryo [7]. Implementations with nine and 25 focal planes respectively have been used for imaging different specimens. Since the optical transfer function support of the microscope objective is maintained, single-snapshot 3D images are recorded at the full native resolution of the microscope used. MFM is therefore also suitable for super-resolution microscopy, and has been combined with photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) to study transcription [6] and another specialized imaging method, fluorescence polarization anisotropy, to study protein assembly dynamics in yeast [7]. Another noteworthy instant 3D imaging method is light-field microscopy (LFM). LFM however inherently sacrifices some of the resolution of the native optical system, and image reconstruction of microscopy data is not trivial [8,9]. In MFM no special data reconstruction is necessary. Well-behaved wide-field images are formed directly and data can be assembled into a 3D focal stack (Fig. 1) using existing free open-source or commercial software. Interesting developments in 3D imaging are also ongoing in the field of holography [10].

In previously reported nine focal-plane MFM systems, the bottleneck for light efficiency was the MFG, which was implemented as a binary phase optic [2]. We here explore the implementation of two alternative MFG designs: a multi-phase MFG for nine focal planes with improved light efficiency, and a new binary phase MFG for seven focal planes with increased signal strength in each focal plane for imaging slightly smaller specimens. As has been shown in theory [11] an evenly distributed \( 3 \times 3 \) fan-out array of diffractive orders can be generated with a maximum light-collection efficiency of 67\% by a binary phase only diffraction grating, while efficiencies of \( \approx 90\% \) can be obtained with multi-phase gratings. Previous MFM implementations used binary gratings fabricated at their theoretical maximum efficiency [2]. We here further improve the sensitivity of MFM by fabricating MFGs with eight phase levels, using a grating function design previously described in theory in a patent application by Abrahamsson and Gustafsson [12]. These devices, theoretically capable of obtaining photon count efficiencies up to \( \approx 89\% \), allow even faster and gentler imaging of...
small, sensitive or dim fluorescently labeled specimens. We also report the design and
implementation of a simple binary MFG design with high photon count efficiency (≈79%) for
simultaneously imaging seven focal planes. This layout is intended for brighter imaging in
thinner samples, such as cultured mammalian cell nuclei and yeast. By distributing light
between fewer focal planes, higher signal is obtained in each plane.

While commercially mass-producing simple plastic diffraction gratings can be cheap,
applications such as live fluorescence microscopy demand highly efficient custom devices,
preferably made of glass, that are more difficult and expensive to fabricate. We here report the
design and manufacture of diffractive optical devices with high light efficiency and optical
performance. The described fabrication processes were used with some modifications
(adapted to the tools at hand) at two different nanofabrication user facilities: CNF (Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY) and CNST (National Institute for Standards and Technology, NIST,
Gaithersburg, MD).

For a demonstration of the new devices, we apply the multi-phase MFG in a functional
neuronal imaging experiment in C. elegans. Functional neuronal imaging using calcium
indicators directly visualizes neuronal activity, and MFM makes it possible to instantaneously
image activity in entire 3D neuronal networks. We also describe a “precise color” MFM
layout for optimized multi-color imaging of multiple fluorophores simultaneously.

2. Improved sensitivity MFG designs for faster and gentler 3D imaging

MFM can be implemented as a module containing a train of optical components that is
appended to one of the camera ports of a high-resolution wide-field microscope. Light from
the specimen is intercepted before it reaches the final image plane by a specially designed
diffractive optical element: the MFG (Fig. 1). The MFG splits the light from the sample into
multiple beams, and refocuses each of these beams so that a focal series of images of different
focal planes – evenly spaced throughout the sample – is formed simultaneously on the camera
(Fig. 1(a)). Each time-point of an MFM movie is thus an instantaneously formed 3D image of
the specimen (Fig. 1(b)-1(c)). No scanning is required to capture the 3D data, and there is no
mechanical movement or temporal ambiguity.
Fig. 1. “Precise color” MFM. (a) Layout of MFM system with two arms, separated by a dichroic beam-splitting mirror. Each arm contains an MFG tailored to the wavelength spectrum of the fluorophore imaged to maximize signal strength and obtain equal focal shift in both colors simultaneously. The Chromatic Correction Module (CCM) consists of a multi-panel blazed grating that is specially designed to compensate for the dispersion of the MFG, and a multi-faceted prism to direct the images to their proper positions on the camera. (b) Layout of MFM data as acquired on the camera. (c) MFM data layout from b cropped out and arranged as a 3D volume. (d) Point spread functions (PSFs) of 100 ± 7.2 nm fluorescent beads emitting across a wide wavelength spectrum recorded in a dual-arm MFM appended to a commercial microscope with a 100 × NA = 1.45 oil objective (Nikon). Beads were imaged simultaneously in two colors, chosen to match the dyes and fluorescent proteins used in our transcription imaging experiments with orange 590/40 nm and red 676/30 nm emission filters in the respective arms. Pixel size and z-scan step was ≈81 nm to obtain isotropic voxels. Above: PSF of a single fluorescent bead simultaneously measured on the two cameras, with orange and red emission filters in each optical arm respectively. Each z-step was as an average of 4 images before proceeding to the next z-step. Below: Separation distance between each focal plane was measured as an average of 10 beads for each color. Standard deviation of each point is ≈20 nm. Linear regression determined a slope of 407 nm for both orange and red channels with R > 0.99. While the z spacing is the same in the two arms, the focus points are here slightly shifted (≈100 nm) relative to each other thus the points are not overlaid. Scale bar in d represents 1 μm.

2.1 “Precise color” MFM layout

Chromatic correction is a key component of any diffractive imaging system that is used to image wavelength bands wider than a few nanometers. Even the light from a single fluorophore imaged in a microscope with a typical ≈20 nm to 50 nm wide wavelength emission spectrum will be dispersed and blurred, destroying resolution and contrast in the image. We previously reported a highly effective chromatic correction module, consisting of a combination of one diffractive and one refractive element, that provides precise correction of the chromatic dispersion across the visible spectrum. The same chromatic correction module is used in this work. Since the zeroth order beam is not diffracted in the MFG, it needs no
dispersion correction and travels through a blank panel in the chromatic correction module. Diffracted orders experience chromatic dispersion in the MFG and in the chromatic correction module encounter a blazed grating that corrects their dispersion by reversing it. However, the blazed grating also introduces a light-intensity loss of ≈5%. To compensate for this effect and obtain uniform intensity distribution between focal planes in the final image, the zeroth diffraction order intensity in the MFG grating function is slightly suppressed (Figs. 2 and 3).

In the previously implemented MFM layout, a single MFG (designed for 515 nm green light) was used for imaging different color fluorophores in a simple layout where a large custom-made dichroic beam-splitter was placed after the MFG and chromatic correction module to split the different wavelengths between multiple cameras [2]. This approach produces images with high resolution and can be used for many multi-color imaging experiments; however there will be small differences in performance between the color channels arising in the MFG. Both the magnitude of the focus shift and the signal intensity distribution into the multiple focal planes is wavelength-dependent. A perfect overlay in 3D space of two different color channels will therefore not be obtained, but slightly different focal planes will be imaged in each channel. A difference in the light intensity distribution between diffractive orders (focal planes in the multifocus image) also arises as a function of wavelength, destroying the even distribution of signal planes. The chromatic correction module cannot compensate for these differences. In our original two-color MFM layout it was therefore not possible to precisely combine multiple color-channels, but data had to be calibrated and corrected computationally. For experiments that require optimal sensitivity and high z-resolution precision in multiple colors simultaneously, we have here implemented a “precise color” layout that ensures nearly identical optical performance in each color simultaneously. By splitting the color channels before the multifocus optical components, two (or more) separate color arms can contain MFGs tailored to different fluorophore wavelengths (Fig. 1). The chromatic correction module is still used in each arm to maintain resolution. In the precise color MFM layout, light-intensity distribution between focal planes is uniform (within a few percent) and images have the same focus shift (within a few nanometers) in all colors simultaneously (Fig. 1(d)). In addition to improving imaging accuracy, this simplifies data reconstruction – the different color multifocus images can be directly assembled into a multicolored 3D focal stack.

2.2 Multi-phase MFG for nine focal planes at 89% efficiency

Diffractive Fourier optics is a powerful method for modifying the output of an imaging or illumination system. Light can be guided into one or several diffracted beams, whose wavefronts can be precisely controlled by the introduction of a geometrical distortion function to an otherwise periodic grating function (grating pattern) of the optic. Resolution and sensitivity (photon count efficiency) are paramount in optical devices. In MFM, optimal resolution is maintained by aberration-free refocusing [2]. For optimal sensitivity, a good MFG must direct the maximum amount of light into the diffractive orders selected for imaging (total diffraction efficiency), and distribute the signal intensity optimally between these selected orders (uniform signal intensity distribution).

Previous implementations of nine-plane MFM used binary MFGs with a limited theoretical maximum transmission efficiency of ≈67%. Here, we describe the design and fabrication of a multi-phase MFG with ≈89% theoretical maximum efficiency. Diffraction by a phase-only grating can be modeled numerically using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [13,14]. The previously described “pixelflipper” algorithm [2] generates well-behaved grating functions with efficiencies consistent with theoretical optima [11] as we show in Code File 1, [15]. Patterns consisting of layers of smooth and continuous geometrical shapes (Fig. 2(a)-2(d)) are suitable for manufacturing using photolithography masks and successive rounds of etching. The 32-phase pattern in Fig. 2(a) can in theory obtain up to =94% efficiency. In practice, while theoretical diffraction efficiency incrementally increases with the number of
levels (Fig. 2(a)-2(c)), fabrication becomes more challenging. Losses and scattering at edges due to device imperfections eventually decrease actual performance. We chose to compromise at a grating function with eight phase levels, with a theoretical maximum efficiency of ≈89% (Fig. 2(c)-2(f)). When passing through the grating, light from the microscope specimen is distributed evenly between the two (positive and negative) first 2D diffractive orders, while the intensity in the zeroth order is slightly suppressed to compensate for unevenness in transmission in the chromatic correction module.

![Fig. 2. Optimal light distribution for nine-plane MFM is obtained by multiplexing an incoming light beam evenly into 3 × 3 diffractive orders with minimal light loss. Grating functions with a larger number of phase steps have better theoretical performance, but each step level makes fabrication of devices more challenging. (a) 32-phase grating function with ≈94% theoretical light efficiency. (b) 16-phase grating function with ≈93% theoretical light efficiency. (c) Eight-phase grating function with ≈89% theoretical light efficiency. (d) 3D perspective plot of the pattern in c to show the steps of the optic (not to scale). (e) Distribution of light into the nine central orders that will form the multifocus image. (f) Bar diagram showing the theoretical relative light intensity distribution of the 3 × 3 center orders in e produced by the device pattern in c and d, expressed in percent of the light intensity of the incoming beam. The zeroth order (i.e. the central image tile, i.e. the nominal focal plane) is intentionally suppressed to compensate for losses in the non-zero orders in the chromatic correction element. Code to generate MFG grating functions like these is included in Code File 1 [15].](image)

2.3 Seven-plane binary MFG with further improved signal intensity in each plane

We recently reported a 25-plane MFM for imaging larger specimens, intended for use in applications such as embryology and functional neuronal imaging [7]. For collaborators studying transcription in thinner samples such as yeast or mammalian cells, we have here implemented an MFM that has only seven focal planes (Fig. 3). When studying the diffusion of single molecules in the nucleus of cultured cells, imaging a smaller number of focal planes with higher signal strength in each plane generates faster and brighter 3D movies at lower excitation light dose.

Binary phase grating functions can reach higher diffraction efficiencies than the ≈67% obtainable in a 3 × 3 system if the light is distributed into a different set of diffractive orders. Here we have implemented a seven-plane MFG using a simple binary grating function in the shape of an oval (Fig. 3) that obtains light efficiency of ≈79%. For comparison, signal intensity in each focal plane of the seven-plane MFM is ≈34% higher than the binary nine-plane MFM we originally reported [2]. Since the light is distributed between fewer planes, signal strength in each focal plane is increased (≈14% higher) even compared to the 3 × 3
multi-phase design of \( \approx 89\% \) total efficiency (Fig. 2). In summary, for applications where the number of focal planes can be reduced to seven, brighter images are obtained by omitting the first and last plane of the 2D focal stack that constitutes the 3D image.

![Figure 2](image-url)

Fig. 3. (a) Grating function of binary MFG for 7-plane MFM with increased image brightness. (b) Diffraction of the pattern in a generates seven diffraction orders with \( \approx 79\% \) total efficiency. Compared to the nine-plane MFM, the first and last image tiles are blank. (c) Signal strength response of each diffractive order in b plotted in a bar diagram. As in the nine-plane system, the zeroth order (central image tile) is intentionally suppressed to compensate for uneven losses in the chromatic correction element. (d) Two 100 nm fluorescent beads mounted in agarose, imaged in the 7-plane MFM with a 150 × glycerin immersion NA = 1.35 objective (Zeiss). Beads are in focus in the nominal focal plane and the gradually decreasing out-of-focus signal can be seen in the other six focal planes. The z-step between successive focal planes in the multifocus image is \( \approx 300 \) nm. (e) Projection of a focal stack of a single bead shows the diffraction-limited PSF of the MFM system in each image tile. Scale bars in d and e represent 2 \( \mu \)m.

3. Functional imaging of *C. elegans* sensory neurons in 3D

Functional neuronal imaging allows direct visualization of activity in neural circuits in living animals. *C. elegans* is used as a model organism in neurobiology due to its powerful genetics and well-studied behaviors such as chemotaxis. It is also an excellent microscopy specimen due to its small size and optical transparency. Though spinning disk confocal microscopy has recently been demonstrated in functional neuronal imaging [16], one of the main challenges in the functional imaging field is recording data with sufficient acquisition speed in 3D. It is highly desirable to image entire neuronal networks simultaneously in order to visualize interactions between multiple individual neurons. The capability of MFM is here demonstrated in capturing sensory neuron responses during olfactory stimulation in 3D in living adult *C. elegans*. Data is shown in Fig. 4, Visualization 1 and Dataset 1, [23].

*C. elegans* specimens were live mounted in a microfluidic device that permits controlled olfactory stimulation of the animal by liquids flowed past its nose. In the device, the animal is immersed in buffer and imaged through a cover slip. Approximately two dozen sensory neurons were labeled with a genetically-encoded, nuclear-localized calcium indicator (GCaMP6s) whose fluorescence increases when a neuron is active [18], expressed as a transgene from a 0.65 kilobase promoter sequence from the che-2 gene [19]. For further material on GCaMP imaging in *C. elegans* we suggest Larsch et al. [20]. Each nucleus is \( \approx 3 \) \( \mu \)m in diameter, and the bilaterally symmetrical left and right clusters of sensory neurons...
spanned = 15 μm to 20 μm in the z-axis. The entire set of neurons could be monitored in each single snapshot, constituting a 3D time-point in the movie. During the 90 s experiment, buffer flowed past the animal’s nose for 30 s, followed by 30 s stimulation with benzealdehyde odor (almond smell) at ≈ 1 mM, followed by another 30 s of buffer. The responses of individual neurons to odor could be detected and resolved by eye (Visualization 1) as well as by computational analysis of the data (Fig. 4). Images were recorded using a 60 × NA = 1.3 silicon oil objective (Olympus) and a multi-phase MFG (Fig. 2) in the original single-color MFM configuration with chromatic correction [2]. Excitation illumination light source was a 460 nm light-emitting diode (LED) and the movie was recorded at ≈ 3 frames per second. The free open source software suites Micro-manager and FIJI were used for data acquisition, visualization and analysis [21,22].

Fig. 4. Neuronal signaling in response to odor in C. elegans visualized using the calcium indicator GCaMP6s expressed in sensory neurons. (a) Cartoon of the sensory neuron cluster on the left side of the animal’s head. The right side of the head has a mirror-symmetrical cluster of neurons. (b) MFM image from a movie recorded using the multi-phase MFG, showing the two clusters of sensory neuron pairs on each side of the head. Successive focal planes in the MFM image are separated by 2 μm steps covering a total depth of 18 μm. The lateral field of view in each focal plane image tile is ≈ 40 × 40 μm². The living animal is immobilized in a microfluidic chamber and imaged during olfactory stimulation with benzealdehyde odor (almond smell). Several neurons can be seen responding to odor stimulation in the movie Visualization 1. Images b and c have been time-averaged since not all neurons are active in a single time-point. Data has been contrast adjusted, background-subtracted and is displayed using an inverse lookup table. Raw data is also provided in Dataset 1, [23]. (c) View of the cluster of neurons in the focal plane z = + 4 indicated by the blue square in b. (d) Intensity profile plot of the GCaMP6s signal of the neuron indicated by the green oval in c shows an on response to the addition of benzealdehyde odor. (e) Intensity profile plot of the GCaMP6s signal of the neuron indicated by the pink oval in c does not show response to the odor stimulation but has a constant baseline fluorescence level. (f) Intensity profile plot of the background in the region indicated by the blue oval in c, where there are no labeled neurons present. The three intensity plots in d-f are made from equal image areas and displayed in the same scale of arbitrary units (camera pixel counts). Scale bars in b and c represent 10 μm.

4. Nanofabrication of multi-phase MFG devices

To fabricate multi-phase MFG devices we developed a fabrication method using deep-UV lithography and multiple rounds of reactive ion plasma etching. Figure 7 illustrates the
workflow of the fabrication process. Detailed design and fabrication strategies are described in the following sub-sections.

4.1 Fabrication methods for producing phase-only diffraction gratings

Diffractive optics can be fabricated using different methods, such as direct laser writing, electron beam lithography or deep-UV lithography. Proper device design involves choosing an appropriate fabrication method and taking its limitations into consideration. Binary devices, such as the seven-plane MFG in Fig. 3, can be made using direct laser writing followed by wet or dry etching directly on a chrome-coated quartz substrate. This is a quick production method that yields excellent results. Multi-phase devices with increased diffraction efficiencies are more challenging to fabricate. We chose to implement a process consisting of successive rounds of deep-UV lithography and etching. E-beam lithography could also yield devices of high quality, but was not practical to implement due to high cost and long write-time.

4.2 Lithography mask generation

Lithography masks were written using a direct write lithography system on 150 mm × 150 mm × 6.3 mm chrome-coated quartz substrates with photoresist at 4 × magnification. To minimize the number of fabrication steps, we used a 2N approach compressing the eight-level multi-phase grating function into three binary masks (Fig. 5(a)-5(c)). This has the advantage of minimizing the number of etch steps during fabrication. When the three masks are etched (to π, π/2 and π/4 phase depth respectively) with partial overlap, devices with eight phase levels are obtained (with 7π/4, 3π/2, 5π/4, π, 3π/4, π/2, π/4 and 0 phase steps). Pattern files were generated as bitmaps that were converted to Graphic Data System (GDS) files [24]. The GDS files were then converted to the laser writer machine format using its native software.

To facilitate for other optical researchers who wish to make their own MFGs from scratch we provide our complete code for every step of the design process to generate the MFG bitmap files. This includes scripts for designing binary or multi-phase grating functions using the pixelflipper algorithm (Code File 1), separating multi-level grating functions into binary lithography mask (Code File 2), and computing the final MFG device patterns using aberration-free refocusing (Code File 3 and Code File 4) [15]. For a guide to assembling the MFM system, we refer to a previous publication describing the relay optics and optical alignment [5].

![Fig. 5. Compressed (2N) lithography masks for fabricating multi-phase MFGs from fused silica (glass) wafers. Multiple etch rounds use the different masks to successively shape the MFG patterns. (a) Multi-phase grating function for nine-plane MFG calculated using the pixelflipper algorithm [2]. (b) Lithography masks for manufacturing the eight-layer pattern in a, compressed into N = 3 masks (2^3 = 8) with active areas that partially overlap during the three successive etch rounds. (c) Multiple solutions to a desired energy distribution are sometimes found during grating function design. For example, this pattern provides an intensity distribution that is effectively identical to that of the pattern in a. By exploring different shapes and different layer orders one can find patterns suited for the manufacturing process. (d) Lithography masks for the pattern in e.]

4.4 Lithography and glass etching

MFG devices were made from substrates of ≈100 mm diameter =0.5 mm thick polished fused silica wafers, coated with photoresist as described in Fig. 6. Lithography masks were used in a
248 nm deep UV-lithography stepper to lithographically define the MFG pattern on the substrates. Substrates were etched using Fluorine-based plasma chemistry in a parallel plate reactive ion etcher. Due to the low thermal conductivity of glass (≈100 times lower than silicon), insufficient cooling during the energetic reactive ion etch process is a concern when working with glass substrates. Induced heat during etching enhances resist erosion and substrate heating yields increased surface roughness, producing frosted or “grassy” etch surfaces that can reduce transparency. We found that etching in two-minute intervals followed by a one-minute delay time for the substrate to cool off worked well. The etching process was repeated for the three etch levels, with the etch time adjusted to provide etch depths corresponding to a phase shift of \( \pi \), \( \pi/2 \) and \( \pi/4 \) for transmitted light at the design wavelength. For the stepper to detect the transparent glass wafers and align them during successive etch steps, overlay marks were defined using an opaque chrome (Cr) metal layer. Stepper pre-alignment primary marks (PM) were etched into the glass substrate to a depth of \( \approx 120 \) nm. Wafers were cleaned and a blanket layer of Cr was sputtered onto the glass substrate. Using a negative resist process, a wet-chemical Cr etch was used to remove Cr from the substrate, except at the PM marks. To evaluate the fabrication process we inspected the MFGs in an upright, wide-field inspection microscope with different magnification air objectives under transmitted and reflected illumination to screen for errors. Devices were also imaged with AFM (atomic force microscopy) to measure surface quality and etch depth (Fig. 7). AFM measurements indicated that etch depths between devices in different batches were within \( \approx 10 \) nm of the target value. For example, for the three etch steps that produced the eight phase levels in the MFG shown in Fig. 6, optimized for orange light at 590 nm, AFM measurements indicated \( \approx 159 \) nm, \( \approx 318 \) nm and \( \approx 649 \) nm effective etch depths for target values of 160 nm, 320 nm and 641 nm, respectively.

In most MFMs we have used a nominal grating period of \( \approx 12 \mu m \). The same period was used in the systems described here except in the seven-plane system (Fig. 3), where instead a \( \approx 10 \mu m \) grating period MFG was used. This adjustment allowed a shorter beam path when using a narrow wavelength spectrum, and was made in order to fit the MFM into a constrained space. The seven-plane MFM was implemented with two 200 mm lenses forming a 1:1 relay optics system and built onto a commercial Zeiss Axiovert microscope fitted with a 150 × NA = 1.35 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) objective.
I. Generate mask files

1. Compute a grating function using e.g. "pixelflipper" or FFT algorithm
2. Compress multiple phase levels to binary masks
3. Apply distortion function to generate MFG etch layers
4. Convert files to machine format
   - Export BMP
   - Import to Beamer
   - Heal, merge and process data
   - Write GDS file
   - Convert to mask writer machine format

II. Write photolithography masks

1. Laser write MFG pattern on chrome-coated quartz mask with photoresist
2. Develop and strip mask

III. Prepare substrate alignment marks

1. Fused silica wafer
2. Spin photoresist
3. Expose PM marks using machine mask
4. Develop
5. Etch
6. Strip resist
7. Chrome coat
8. Strip chrome except at PM marks

IV. Etch grating pattern

1. Spin photoresist on substrate from III
2. Expose pattern using mask from II
3. Develop
4. Etch
5. Strip resist and repeat steps 1-4 for all masks
6. Dice wafer to extract MFGs

Fig. 6. Fabrication process for multi-level MFG devices. Complete code for generating the grating function, separating it into layers and applying the distortion function is available in Code File 1, Code File 2, Code File 3, and Code File 4 [15].
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Fig. 7. (a) Visual inspection of a fused silica (glass) wafer with multiple MFG devices etched into its surface. Each individual device is visible as a lighter circular area on the wafer. (b) Image of MFG surface, showing the pattern / grating function. (c) AFM image of the MFG surface in b. Scale bars in b and c represent 12 μm.

4.7 Measurement of light distribution into diffractive orders in finished devices

Transmission and intensity distribution of MFGs was measured across the visible wavelength spectrum as described in Fig. 8. Fabricated multi-phase MFGs from different batches obtained total light efficiencies ranging from ≈74% to ≈84% of the theoretical optimum of ≈89%. Binary seven-plane MFGs obtained the theoretical efficiency of ≈79%.

Fig. 8. Light efficiency and light distribution uniformity of MFGs measured using an LED light source, filtered by narrowband emission filters (FWHM ≈20 nm at center wavelengths of 438 nm, 485 nm, 513 nm, 585 nm, 632 nm and 660 nm) and a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera sensor (Canon). To ensure a linear response of the camera sensor, it was only used up to < 2/3 of its dynamic range. Transmission losses through the MFG substrate were ignored by comparing to a measured total light value transmitted through a blank part of the device surface. (a) Measured intensity distribution of binary MFG device for 7 focal plane imaging is ≈79% as theoretically predicted. (b) Measured intensity distribution of eight-level multi-phase MFG device for 9 focal plane imaging is lower than the ≈89% theoretically calculated, varying between ≈74% and 84% in fabricated devices from different batches. Note that the intensity of the zeroth diffraction order (the central image plane in the multifocus image) is intentionally suppressed in the MFGs in both a and b to compensate for uneven losses in the chromatic correction module. Uniformity between orders is a sensitive part of the grating function design and fabrication process, and especially the relative intensity of the zeroth order varies strongly with the effective phase shift for different wavelengths. Measurement accuracy and device uniformity was estimated jointly by inspecting three MFGs from the same batch, yielding a standard deviation of 0.3%. (Total efficiency in n = 3 measured devices in this batch averaged 79.0% with standard deviation 0.3% at the design wavelength ≈513 nm.) Measurement accuracy was also confirmed for a subset of devices with an optical power meter, yielding values consistent with the measurements made with the camera sensor within a few percent.
5. MFGs for different objectives

By using different objective magnifications, relay optics, cameras, numbers of focal planes and fields of view, MFM can be optimized to image specific specimens and events. We here outline how the MFG is designed to match to the microscope objective magnification. Microscope objectives of different magnifications ($M_o$) and tube lens focal lengths ($f_{T.L.}$) have different focal lengths ($f_o$) and therefore the size of their pupils (pupil diameter $d_p$) are different. High-magnification objectives have shorter focal lengths and smaller pupil diameters than lower magnification objectives (Eq. (1)). For a specific magnification objective, the higher the NA, the larger the pupil diameter (Eq. (2)). Therefore it is possible to image for example with an MFG designed for 60 × objectives using 100 × objectives, however the resulting images will suffer from depth-induced spherical aberration, since the refocusing function is not properly applied.

$$f_{obj} = f_{T.L.} \cdot M\_obj$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$d_p = 2 \cdot NA \cdot f_{obj}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In an MFG designed for an objective with a specific magnification (e.g. 60 × ), the refocusing function will be correct for all objectives with this magnification, even if the NA varies, as long as the MFG was designed for the highest NA used. When used with a lower NA objective, light will simply under-fill the MFG surface. However, if the MFG design is for an NA lower than that of the objective, the emission light beam will spill over the MFG edges and severely deteriorate the image. An MFG designed for the proper $M_o$ and $NA$ will work with any microscope brand. Objectives from different manufacturers have different primary pupil plane sizes, since the manufacturers use different tube lengths. However, the secondary pupil plane formed by the tube lens and the first MFM relay lens ($L_1$ in Fig. 1) will have the same size, so that MFGs can be used interchangeably on different microscopes as long as the objective magnification is the same. The distortion patterns of the MFG devices can be generated using the code in the Supplementary Material. We have fabricated various combinations of MFG designs for 60 × , 100 × and 150 × objectives with seven- and nine-plane configurations for green, orange and red fluorescent light.

6. Summary

We demonstrate improved sensitivity and imaging accuracy in “precise color” multifocus imaging, using separate light paths for each fluorophore color channel, each with a tailored MFG. A multi-phase MFG with eight phase levels, capable of obtaining photon collection efficiencies up to an optimum of ≈89%, is used for nine-plane MFM, improving light efficiency performance from our previously reported binary devices. We also report a design for higher peak intensity in smaller samples, with a binary MFG producing seven focal planes with ≈79% photon collection efficiency. These significantly brighter devices enable faster and gentler live 3D imaging of sensitive biological samples. Diffractive optics fabrication work was performed in the nanofabrication user-facilities at CNF (Cornell, Ithaca, NY) and CNST (NIST, Gaithersburg, MD). Materials and methods are described so that researchers with a background in optics may be able to design and fabricate their own MFGs with the help and training provided by staff at these and other facilities. MFM system performance was evaluated using fluorescent beads to verify resolution and refocusing capabilities of instantaneous 3D imaging at the full native resolution of high-NA microscope objectives. In a live 3D imaging experiment, neuronal activity in living adult C. elegans was visualized under olfactory stimulation in a microfluidic chamber. Neuronal responses to odor stimulation were detected with the genetically-encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6s, genetically expressed in sensory neurons. Two clusters of sensory neuron pairs located on opposite sides of the head were visualized simultaneously and the activity of individual neurons was resolved.
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